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Abstract
Population means and standard deviations are the most common estimands to quantify effects
in factorial layouts. In fact, most statistical procedures in such designs are built towards infer-
ring means or contrasts thereof. For more robust analyses, we consider the population median,
the interquartile range (IQR) and more general quantile combinations as estimands in which we
formulate null hypotheses and calculate compatible confidence regions. Based upon simultaneous
multivariate central limit theorems and corresponding resampling results, we derive asymptotically
correct procedures in general, potentially heteroscedastic, factorial designs with univariate end-
points. Special cases cover robust tests for the population median or the IQR in arbitrary crossed
one-, two- and higher-way layouts with potentially heteroscedastic error distributions. In extensive
simulations we analyze their small sample properties and also conduct an illustrating data analysis
comparing children’s height and weight from different countries.
Keywords: Birth Cohorts, IQR, Main and Interaction Effects, Median, Permutation Tests
1 Introduction
Factorial designs are popular in various fields such as ecology, biomedicine and psychology (GISSI-2,
1990; Baigent et al., 1998; Cassidy et al., 2008; Mehta et al., 2010; Kurz et al., 2015) as they allow to
study interaction effects between different factors alongside their main effects. In fact, Lubsen and Pocock
(1994) pointed out that ”it is desirable for reports of factorial trials to include estimates of the in-
teraction between the treatments”. The ANOVA-F -test is the most common tool for this but suffers
from restrictive assumptions such as homoscedasticity and normality. Thus, several tests have been
developed that allow for non-normal errors or are valid for heteroscedastic one- and two-way or even
more general factorial designs (Johansen, 1980; Brunner et al., 1997; Bathke et al., 2009; Zhang, 2012;
Pauly et al., 2015; Friedrich et al., 2017a,b; Harrar et al., 2019).
All these procedures describe effects by (contrasts of) means. This is in line with a phenomenon
observed in various areas: comparisons are mainly based upon means or variances but not on their ro-
bust counterparts. This can be explained in part by the simplicity and elegance gained by using linear
or, under independence, additive statistics. Nevertheless it contradicts the important role of statis-
tics based on quantiles, like the median and the interquartile range (IQR), in data exploration and
modeling, e.g. in boxplots or summary statistics. The interest in analyzing quantiles has lead to the
development of quantile regression, which is commonly established nowadays (Koenker and Hallock,
2001; Koenker, 2012). However, as, e.g., stressed by Beyerlein (2014) ’it appears to be quite underused
in medical research’. One reason may be that, although there exist several approaches for specific de-
signs (Sen, 1962; Potthoff, 1963; Fung, 1980; Hettmansperger and McKean, 2010; Fried and Dehling,
2011; Dehling and Fried, 2012; Chung and Romano, 2013, 2016), there does not exist an equal abun-
dance of methods based on quantiles for general factorial designs. There are procedures, at least for
the median, but they often require strong distributional assumptions (as symmetry) or, at least, an
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extension to factorial designs is missing. Therefore the main aims of the present paper are to develop
inference procedures (tests and compatible confidence regions)
(i) for the median, the interquartile range (IQR) or any arbitrary linear combination of quantiles.
(ii) within the flexible framework of factorial designs to study robust main as well as interaction
effects.
(iii) for general heterogeneous or heteroscedastic models beyond normality.
(iv) that are theoretically valid and posses a satisfactory finite sample performance.
To achieve these goals, we combine and extend the ideas of Chung and Romano (2013) (who de-
rive tests for equality of medians in one-way ANOVA models) and Pauly et al. (2015) (who estab-
lish mean-based testing procedures in general factorial designs) to (simultaneously) infer arbitrary
linear contrasts of general quantiles. In view of (ii) and (iv) we thereby follow the idea of permut-
ing studentized Wald-type statistics to obtain methods that are finitely correct in case of exchange-
able data (e.g., under the null hypothesis of equal means / medians in the classic F -ANOVA nor-
mal model) but also asymptotically valid for general non-exchangeable settings. This alluring tech-
nique has originally been developed for special two-sample models (Neuhaus, 1993; Janssen, 1997;
Janssen and Pauls, 2003; Pauly, 2011) and has recently displayed its full strength to obtain accurate
methods in one-way (Chung and Romano, 2013, 2016) and more general factorial designs (Pauly et al.,
2015; Friedrich et al., 2017a; Smaga, 2017; Umlauft et al., 2017; Harrar et al., 2019).
However, to derive the fore-mentioned theoretical evidence in our general quantile-based approaches
we could not employ the methods derived in the previously mentioned papers. In fact, to overcome
some technical difficulties that occur when jointly permuting sample quantiles, we had to take a detour
in which we extended some results for general permutation empirical processes and uniform Hadamard
differentiability (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996) that are of own mathematical interest. Anyhow,
this finally results in (i)-(iv), i.e., a flexible toolbox for inferring contrasts of different quantiles in
factorial designs. In the special case of the median and its bootstrap-based variance estimator we
obtain the one-way permutation test derived in Chung and Romano (2013).
The paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the model, estimators for population quan-
tiles and how to formulate null hypotheses in them to test for certain main or interaction effects. In
Section 3, we state the theory to handle the joint asymptotics for sample quantiles and their covari-
ance matrix estimators. As the latter are crucial to obtain the correct dependency structure necessary
in the aforementioned studentization we study three different approaches based upon kernel density
estimators, bootstrapping or certain interval estimates. As they are mostly only known for the sam-
ple median, these considerations require certain extension to our more general situations which are
explained in Sections 3.1–3.2. From these findings we then deduce three different asymptotically valid
testing procedures. To improve their small sample performance, we consider their respective permuta-
tion versions in Section 4, prove asymptotic exactness and consistency and also analyze their power
under local and fixed alternatives. To compare the small sample behaviour of the resulting six tests,
we conducted extensive simulations presented in Section 5. Finally, we illustrate the new methodology
by analyzing a recent data set on the height and weight of children in different countries in Section 6.
The proofs and some additional simulation results are deferred to the Appendix.
2 The set-up
We consider a general model given by mutually independent random variables
Xij ∼ Fi (i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , ni) (1)
with absolutely continuous distribution functions Fi and corresponding densities fi. This set-up allows
the incorporation of divers factorial structure by adequately splitting up indices. To accept this
consider for example a two-way design with factors A (possessing a levels) and B (having b levels).
Setting k = a · b we split up the group index i into i = (i1, i2) and model observations as Xi1i2j ∼ Fi1i2
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with i1 = 1, . . . , a and i2 = 1, . . . , b. Factorial designs of more complexity can be incorporated similarly,
see, e.g., Pauly et al. (2015) for more details.
Having the model fixed we now turn to the parameters of interest: Choosing m ∈ N different
probabilities 0 < p1 < . . . < pm < 1 we want to study inference methods for the corresponding
quantiles
qir = F
−1
i (pr) = inf{t ∈ R : Fi(t) ≥ pr} (i = 1, . . . , k; r = 1, . . . ,m). (2)
Pooling them in the vector q = (q′1, . . . ,q
′
k)
′ = (q11, . . . , q1m, q21, . . . , qkm)′, we are particularly inter-
ested in testing the QANOVA null hypothesis
H0 : Hq = 0r
for a contrast matrix H ∈ Rr×km of interest. Here, H is called a contrast matrix if H1km = 0r holds,
where 1d and 0d are vectors of length d consisting of 1’s and 0’s only, and A
′ denotes the transpose of
the matrixA. Choosing the contrast matrices in line with the design and the question of interest allows
us to test various hypotheses about main and interaction effects, see Subsection 2.1 below. Moreover,
we want to point out that respective confidence regions for corresponding contrasts of quantiles can be
obtained straightforwardly by inverting the test procedures. In what follows we will therefore focus on
hypothesis testing but provide some exemplary confidence intervals in the context of the illustrative
data analyses given in Section 6. Turning back to the null hypothesis H0 : Hq = 0r we recall from
general ANOVA that it is convenient to re-formulate it as H0 : Tq = 0km for the unique projection
matrix T = H′(HH′)+H, see, e.g., Brunner et al. (1997); Pauly et al. (2015); Smaga (2017). Here,
A+ denotes the Moore–Penrose inverse of the matrix A. In fact, both matrices, H and T, describe the
same null hypothesis while T has preferable properties as being symmetric and idempotent. To infer
H0 we propose sensitive test statistics in the vector of corresponding sample quantiles. To introduce
them, let
F̂i(t) = n
−1
i
ni∑
j=1
1{Xij ≤ t} and F̂ (t) = n−1
k∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
1{Xij ≤ t},
denote the group-specific and pooled empirical distribution function, respectively, where n =
∑k
i=1 ni
is the pooled sample size. Then the natural estimator of the quantile qir is given by its sample version
q̂ir = F̂
−1
i (pr) = inf{t ∈ R : F̂i(t) ≥ pr} = X(i)⌈nipr⌉:ni (i = 1, . . . , k; r = 1, . . . ,m), (3)
where X
(i)
1:ni
≤ . . . ≤ X(i)ni:ni represent the order statistics of group i.
2.1 Examples of specific hypotheses
To give some examples of hypotheses covered within this framework we first consider a one-way design.
Setting m = 1 and 0 < p1 < 1, we obtain the k-sample null hypothesis of equal p1-quantiles
• No group effect: H0 = {Pkq = 0k} = {q1 = . . . = qk} with Pk = Ik − Jk/k.
Here, Ik denotes the k × k-dimensional unit matrix, Jk = 1k1′k and for simplicity we suppressed the
second index of the quantiles (m = 1). Choosing p1 = 1/2 gives the null hypothesis of equal medians
which reduces to the null hypothesis of equal means in case of symmetric error distributions.
Setting k = ab, we consider a two-way design with factors A (having levels i1 = 1, . . . , a) and B
(with levels i2 = 1, . . . , b) and suppose that we like to formulate main and interaction effects in terms
of quantiles, e.g. medians. Then the corresponding three null hypotheses are given as
• No main effect of factor A: H0 = {HAq = 0ab} = {q¯1· = . . . = q¯a·} with HA = Pa ⊗ (Jb/b),
• No main effect of factor B : H0 = {HBq = 0ab} = {q¯·1 = . . . = q¯·b} with HB = (Ja/a)⊗Pb,
• No interaction effect : H0 = {HABq = 0ab} = {q¯·· − q¯·i2 − q¯i1· + qi1i2 ≡ 0} with HAB = Pa ⊗Pb.
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Here, ⊗ is the Kronecker product and q¯i1·, q¯·i2 and q¯·· are the means over the dotted indices. As
in mean-based inference for linear models the latter hypotheses can also be described more lucid by
utilizing an additive effects notation. To this end, we decompose the quantile qi1i2 = q
µ+qαi1+q
β
i2
+qαβi1i2
from group (i1, i2) into a general effect q
µ, main effects qαi1 and q
β
i2
corresponding to level i1 and i2
of factor A and B, respectively, and an interaction effect qαβi1i2 assuming the usual side conditions∑
i1
qαi1 =
∑
i2
qβi2 =
∑
i1
qαβi1i2 =
∑
i2
qαβij = 0. With this notation the above null hypotheses can
be written as {HAq = 0ab} = {qα1 = . . . qαa = 0} or {HABq = 0ab} = {qαβi1i2 ≡ 0 for all i1, i2}.
Beyond working with specific quantiles it is also possible to infer hypotheses about linear combinations
c′qi =
∑m
r=1 crqir of quantiles as effect parameters. Here, c ∈ Rk is an arbitrary vector, e.g. choosing
c1 = −c2 = −1 for m = 2 and setting p1 = 0.25 and p2 = 0.75 leads to the group-specific interquartile
ranges c′qi = IQRi. To obtain similar hypothesis in these parameters as above the contrast matrix
has to be specified to H˜ = H⊗ (c1, . . . , cr), where H is one of the contrast matrices introduced above.
For example, H = Pk together with the previous choices for c and p1, p2 gives the null hypothesis
{IQR1 = · · · = IQRk} of equal IQRs among all k groups. However, the framework is much more
flexible and even allows to infer hypotheses about IQRs and medians simultaneously by choosing
p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.25 and p3 = 0.75 together with adequate contrast matrices.
3 Asymptotic results
To establish the joined asymptotic theory for the sample quantiles and their covariance matrix esti-
mators we assume non-vanishing groups throughout, i.e., as min(ni : i = 1, . . . , k)→∞
ni
n
→ κi > 0 (4)
and note that the subsequent results of this section are valid under the less stringent assumption 0 <
lim infn→∞(ni/n) ≤ lim supn→∞(ni/n) < 1 by turning to subsequences. Recall that the sample median
will be asymptotically normal if the underlying density is positive and continuous in a neighbourhood
of the true median. This statement can be extended to the multivariate case (Serfling, 2009), e.g.,
under the following assumption, which we consider throughout.
Assumption 1. Let Fi be continuously differentiable at qir with positive derivative fi(qir) > 0 for
every r = 1, . . . ,m and i = 1, . . . , k.
Proposition 1 (Theorem B in Section 2.3.3 of Serfling (2009)). Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then
√
n
(
q̂ir − qir
)
r=1,...,m
d−→ Zi, (5)
where Zi is a zero-mean, multivariate normal distributed random variable with nonsingular covariance
matrix Σ(i) given by its entries
Σ
(i)
ab = κ
−1
i
1
fi(qia)fi(qib)
(pa ∧ pb − papb) (a, b ∈ {1, . . . ,m}). (6)
In general, the covariance matrix is unknown and, thus, needs to be estimated. However, let us
suppose, for a moment, that we have chosen a consistent, estimator Σ̂(i) for Σ(i). Then we could
already define a Wald-type statistic (WTS) for testing H0 : Tq = 0r
Sn(T) = n(Tq̂)
′(TΣ̂T′)+Tq̂ with Σ̂ =
k⊕
i=1
Σ̂(i), (7)
where ⊕ denotes the direct sum. By Proposition 1 the limiting covariance matrix Σ = ⊕ki=1Σ(i)
is positive definite which implies that the Moore–Penrose inverse (TΣ̂T′)+ converges in probability
to (TΣT′)+. Thus, Sn(T) converges to Z = Y′(TΣT′)+Y in distribution under H0, where Y is
a centred multivariate normal distributed random vector with covariance matrix TΣT′. Moreover,
the limit Z = Y′(TΣT′)+Y is chi-square distributed with rank(TΣT′) = rank(TΣ̂1/2) = rank(T)
degrees of freedom (Rao and Mitra, 1971, Theorem 9.2.2). We summarize this as
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Theorem 1. Under H0 : Tq = 0r, the WTS Sn(T) converges in distribution to Z ∼ χ2rank(T).
Thus, comparing Sn(T) with the (1 − α)-quantile of the limiting null distribution defines an
asymptotic exact level α test ϕn = 1{Sn(T) > χ2rank(T),1−α}. As Proposition 1 is not restricted to
the null hypothesis, we can even deduce more. In fact, n−1Sn(T) always converges in probability to
(Tq)′(TΣT)+Tq. SinceTq 6= 0km implies (Tq)′(TΣT′)+Tq > 0 (see the Appendix for a verification)
consistency follows.
Theorem 2 (Consistency). Under H1 : Tq 6= 0r, the WTS Sn(T) converges in probability to ∞.
It remains to find appropriate estimators Σ̂(i) for the unkown covariance matrices. For that purpose,
we examine different strategies: ’Brude force’ via plug-in of a kernel density estimator into (6) or using
a different approach that first estimates the diagonal elements Σ
(i)
aa and then employs their following
relationship with the remaining matrix elements:
Σ
(i)
ab =
√
Σ
(i)
aaΣ
(i)
bb
pa ∧ pb − papb√
(pa − p2a)(pb − p2b)
(a, b ∈ {1, . . . ,m}). (8)
In the latter case, we consider two ways for estimating the variances Σ
(i)
aa : Via bootstrapping (Efron,
1979) or with the interval estimator proposed in Price and Bonett (2001). In the following subsections
we explain all three possibilities in detail.
3.1 Kernel estimator
A popular way to estimate densities are so-called kernel density estimators, which are based on a
Lebesgue density K : R → [0,∞) with ∫ K(x) dx = 1 and a bandwidth hn → 0. For more flexibility,
we allow for different choices within the groups and thus add the corresponding group index, i.e., we
work with Ki and hni. Then, the kernel density estimator for fi is given by
f̂K,i(x) = (nihni)
−1
ni∑
i=1
Ki
(x−Xij
hni
)
(i = 1, . . . , k). (9)
Nadaraya (1965) proved strong uniform consistency of (9):
sup
x∈R
∣∣∣f̂K,i(x)− fi(x)∣∣∣→ 0 with probability one (i = 1, . . . , k) (10)
under the following assumption:
Assumption 2. Let Ki be of bounded variation and fi be uniformly continuous. Furthermore, suppose
that
∑∞
n=1 exp(−γnh2ni) converges for any choice of γ.
Here, the convergence of the series
∑∞
n=1 exp(−γnhni) is, e.g., implied by choosing hn,i = n−θi for
some θ ∈ (0, 1/2). We further note that Schuster (1969) discussed necessary and sufficient conditions
for the stated uniform consistency. In particular, all fi need to be uniformly continuous. Moreover,
the conditions on the bandwidths can be weakened when the kernel fulfils additional regularity condi-
tions (Silverman, 1978). Anyhow, combining Proposition 1 and (10) yields consistency of the plug-in
covariance matrix estimators.
Lemma 1. Under Assumption 2 we have for all i = 1, . . . , k and a, b = 1, . . . ,m:
Σ̂
(i),K
ab ≡
n
ni
pa ∧ pb − papb
f̂K,i(q̂ia)f̂K,i(q̂ib)
→ Σ(i)ab in probability. (11)
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3.2 Bootstrap estimator
In their one-way tests for equality of medians, Chung and Romano (2013) used the bootstrap approach
of Efron (1979) to estimate the asymptotic variance of the sample median. We adopt this idea for
general quantiles. Therefore, for every group i, let X∗i1, . . . ,X
∗
ini
denote a bootstrap sample (drawn
with replacement) from the observations Xi1, . . . ,Xini . From this we can calculate bootstrap versions
of all previous estimators which we indicate by a superscript ∗, e.g., q̂ ∗ir and F̂
∗
i . Then, the mean
squared error of the bootstrapped sample quantile given the data can be explicitly calculated using a
simple reordering trick and (3)
(
σ̂∗i (pr)
)2
≡ E(ni(q̂ ∗ir − q̂ir)2 | Xi1, . . . ,Xini) = ni
ni∑
j=1
(
Xij − q̂ir
)2
P
(
q̂ ∗ir = Xij | Xi1, . . . ,Xini
)
= ni
ni∑
j=1
(
X
(i)
j:ni
− q̂ir
)2
P
(
X
(i),∗
⌈nipr⌉:ni = X
(i)
j:ni
| Xi1, . . . ,Xini
)
.
Following Efron (1979), the probability in the last row is a difference of two Binomial probabilities:
P
(
X
(i),∗
⌈mpr⌉:ni = X
(i)
j:ni
| Xi1, . . . ,Xini
)
= B
(
ni,
j − 1
ni
)
{0, . . . , ⌈nipr⌉ − 1} − B
(
ni,
j
ni
)
{0, . . . , ⌈nipr⌉ − 1},
where B(n, p) denotes a Binomial distribution with size parameter n and success probability p. In con-
trast to the standard jackknife method, the bootstrap median variance estimator (σ̂∗i (1/2))
2 converges
to 1/(4f2i (F
−1(1/2))) as desired (Efron, 1979). Moreover, a detailed proof for strong consistency of
this estimator was given by Ghosh et al. (1984) under the following assumption:
Assumption 3. Let maxi=1,...,k E(|Xi1|δ) <∞ for some δ > 0.
Later, Babu (1986) weakened their assumptions and Hall and Martin (1988) studied the exact
convergence rate of the estimator. Nevertheless, Assumption 3 is no big restriction for practical
purposes and we therefore prove consistency under this presumption.
Lemma 2. Under Assumption 3 we have for all i = 1, . . . , k and a, b = 1, . . . ,m:
Σ̂
(i),B
ab ≡
n
ni
σ̂∗i (pa)σ̂
∗
i (pb)
pa ∧ pb − papb√
(pa − p2a)(pb − p2b)
→ Σ(i)ab in probability.
3.3 Interval-based estimator
McKean and Schrader (1984) introduced an estimator for the sample median standard deviation based
on a standardized confidence interval. Later, Price and Bonett (2001) suggested to modify this es-
timator to improve its performance in small sample size settings. Both estimators are consistent
(Price and Bonett, 2001) and can compete with the aforementioned bootstrap approach in simula-
tions (McKean and Schrader, 1984; Price and Bonett, 2001) with a slightly better performance of the
Price–Bonnet modification. While both papers only treat the median, extensions to general quantiles
follow intuitively and have already been used, e.g., for the 25%- and 75%-quantile in Bonett (2006).
For a thorough definition of this extension let p ∈ (0, 1) be a given level. Then we define the (extended)
McKean–Schrader estimator for the standard deviation of the corresponding p-th sample quantile as
σ̂MSi (p) = n
1/2
i
(X
(i)
ui(p):ni
−X(i)li(p):ni)
2zα/2
,
where α ∈ (0, 1) and li(p) = 1∨⌊nip−zα/2
√
ni
√
p(1− p)⌋ as well as ui(p) = ni∧⌊nip+zα/2
√
ni
√
p(1− p)⌋
are the lower and upper limits of binomial intervals. Here, zα/2 denotes the (1− α/2)-quantile of the
standard normal distribution. Typically, α = 0.05 is chosen leading to zα/2 ≈ 1.96. A brief discussion
on the effect of the choice α on the estimator can be found in Price and Bonett (2001). In fact, the
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Price–Bonnet modification concerns the choice of α: They propose to replace it in the denominator by
the following finite sample correction (where we suppressed the dependency on i for ease of notation)
α∗n(p) = P
(
F−1i (p) /∈ (X(i)li(p):ni ,X
(i)
ui(p):ni
)
)
= 1− P
( ni∑
j=1
1{Xi,j ≤ F−1i (p)} ∈ (li(p), ui(p))
)
= 1−
ui(p)−1∑
i=li(p)+1
(
ni
j
)
pj(1− p)ni−j .
Clearly, α∗n(p) → α by the central limit theorem. For large sample sizes the benefit of the correction
is negligible and may even lead to computational problems due to
(ni
j
) ≫ 1, especially for j ≈ ni/2.
Thus, we only use the modifications for sample sizes smaller than 100 and recommend to set α∗n(p) =
α for larger values (ni > 100). Moreover, the simulations of Price and Bonett (2001) reveal that
additionally adding 2n
−1/2
i to the denominator results in a slight reduction of bias and mean squared
error. Altogether, we thus define their extended estimator for the respective standard deviation as
σ̂PBi (p) = n
1/2
i
(X
(i)
ui(p):ni
−X(i)li(p):ni)
2zα∗n(p)/2 + 2n
−1/2
i
.
As explained above, this estimator is consistent for the variance and we thus obtain a consistent
covariance matrix estimator.
Lemma 3. We have for all i = 1, . . . , k and a, b = 1, . . . ,m:
Σ̂
(i),PB
ab =
n
ni
σ̂PBi (pa)σ̂
PB
i (pb)
pa ∧ pb − papb√
(pa − p2a)(pb − p2b)
→ Σ(i)ab in probability. (12)
Utilizing the three different choices of covariance estimators results in three different versions of
the asymptotic test ϕn. However, simulation results (Section 5) exhibit serious issues for small to
moderate sample sizes which may be due to a rather poor χ2-approximation to the test statistic. To
tackle this problem, we propose the initially mentioned technique of permuting studentized statistics.
4 Permutation test
For a better finite sample performance, it is often advisable to estimate the critical value of the
test, here the (1 − α)-quantile of the χ2rank(T)-distribution. For the current problem, we promote
the permutation approach, which leads to a finitely exact test under exchangeability, i.e., under the
restricted null hypothesis H˜0 : F1 = . . . = Fk. Moreover, the proper studentization within the
WTS makes it possible to transfer the consistency and asymptotic exactness (under the general null
hypothesis H0 : Tq = 0) of the tests ϕn to their permutation versions.
To explain this, let Xpi = (Xpiij)i=1,...,k;j=1,...,ni be a random permutation of the pooled data X =
(Xij)i=1,...,k;j=1,...,ni . As for Efron’s bootstrap, we draw new samples from the pooled data, but now
without replacement. In other words, we randomly permute the group memberships of the observations
Xij . Pooling the data affects our Assumptions 1 and 2 in the way that we need to replace the
original distribution functions Fi and their densities fi by their pooled versions F =
∑k
i=1 κiFi and
f =
∑k
i=1 κifi describing the (unconditional) distribution of each X
pi
ij . To be concrete, we postulate
Assumption 4. Let F be differentiable with uniformly continuous derivative f such that f(qs) > 0
for every s = 1, . . . ,m, where qs = F
−1(ps). Moreover, let Ki be a kernel fulling Assumption 2 for all
i = 1, . . . , k.
As in Chung and Romano (2013) it turned out that the asymptotic correctness of the permutation
approach needs a certain convergence rate in the sample size condition (4) given by
ni
n
− κi = O(n−1/2). (13)
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Theorem 3. Under H0 : Tq = 0r as well as under H1 : Tq 6= 0r, the permutation version Spin(T) of
Sn(T) with any of the covariance estimators (11) – (12) always mimics its null distribution asymptot-
ically, i.e.,
sup
x∈R
∣∣∣P(Spin(T) ≤ x|X)− χ2rank(T)((−∞, x])∣∣∣→ 0 in probability. (14)
Replacing the critical value χ2rank(T),1−α of the asymptotical tests with c
pi
n(α), the (1− α)-quantile
of the conditional distribution function x 7→ P (Spin(T) ≤ x|X), leads to three different permutation
tests ϕpin = 1{Sn(T) > cpin(α)}. Under the assumptions given in Theorem 3 it follows that cpin(α)
converges in probability to χ2rank(T),1−α irrespective whether the null hypothesis is true or not. Thus,
we can deduce the asymptotic exactness of the permutation test and its consistency for general fixed
alternatives (Janssen and Pauls, 2003, Lemma 1 and Theorem 7). In addition, we prove in the next
section that the permutation test has an asymptotic relative efficiency of 1 compared to the asymptotic
test ϕn, i.e., the tests’ asymptotic power values coincide for local alternatives.
4.1 Local alternatives
To study local alternatives we need to replace Model (1) with its local counterpart given by a triangular
array of row-wise independent random variables
Xnij ∼ Fni (i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , ni)
with absolutely continuous distribution functions Fni as well as corresponding densities fni, quantiles
qnir and quantile vector qn = (qn11, . . . , qn1m, qn21, . . . , qnkm)
′. Within this framework we discuss local
alternatives of the form Tqn = O(n
−1/2), i.e., small perturbations of the null hypotheses, under the
following additional regularity conditions:
Assumption 5. For every i = 1, . . . , k let Fi be an absolutely continuous distribution function with
corresponding density fi. Moreover, set F =
∑k
i=1 κiFi.
(i) For some M > 0 let
√
n|Fni(x)− Fi(x)| ≤M for all n ∈ N and all x ∈ R.
(ii) Assume for every i = 1, . . . , k and r = 1, . . . ,m that fi is continuous and positive at qir and that
fni converges uniformly to fi in a compact neighborhood around qir = F
−1
i (pr).
(iii) For the permutation approach, suppose additionally (13), Assumption 4 and uniform convergence
of fni to fi in a compact neighborhood around qs = F
−1(ps) for all s = 1, . . . ,m,
While (ii) and (iii) are local versions of the regularity conditions assumed for Model (1), condition
(i) ensures the usual
√
n-convergence of Fni to Fi. Anyhow, the asymptotic power function of both
tests can be described by means of a non-central χ2 distribution as stated below.
Theorem 4. Under
√
nTqn → θ 6= 0km the asymptotic test ϕn and its permutation variant ϕpin with
any of the covariance estimators (11) – (12) have the same asymptotic power P (Z > χ2
rank(T),1−α) > α,
where Z is χ2
rank(T)(δ)-distributed with non-centrality parameter δ = θ
′(TΣT′)+θ > 0.
After these exhaustive analyses of the tests’ asymptotics we now turn to their finite sample prop-
erties.
5 Simulations
To asses the tests’ small sample performance we complement our theoretical findings from the previous
two sections with numerical comparisons. For ease of presentation, we restrict our simulation study
to two designs with k = 4 groups:
1. A one-way layout in which we like to infer the null hypothesis H0 : {IQR1 = · · · = IQR4} of
equal IQRs, i.e., as described in Section 2.1 we choose probabilities p1 = 0.25 and p2 = 0.75 and
specify the contrast matrix as H = P4 ⊗ (−1, 1).
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2. A 2 × 2 layout in which we test for the presence of main or interaction effects measured in
terms of medians, i.e. setting k = a · b = 2 · 2 we infer the hypotheses H0 : {HAq = 0ab} (no
main median effect of factor A) and H0 : {HABq = 0ab} (no median A × B interaction effect),
see Section 2.1.
Data was simulated within Model (1) via Xij = µi+σi(ǫij−mi) ∼ Fi, i = 1 . . . , 4, j = 1, . . . , ni, where
we consider
(a) balanced and unbalanced settings given by sample size vectors n1 = (15, 15, 15, 15) and n2 =
(10, 10, 20, 20), respectively.
(b) five different distributions for ǫij including the standard normal distribution (N0,1), Student’s t-
distribution with df = 2 and df = 3 degrees of freedom (t2 and t3), the chi-square distribution with
df = 3 degrees of freedom (χ23) and the standard log-normal distribution (LN0,1). All distributions
were centered by substracting the respective median mi from ǫij
(c) a homoscedastic setting σ1 = (σ1, . . . , σ4) = (1, 1, 1, 1) as well as heteroscedastic designs given by
standard deviation vectors σ2 = (1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75) and σ3 = (1.75, 1.5, 1.25, 1). In combination
with n2 the latter represent a positive, respectively, negative pairing.
The simulations were conducted by means of the computing environment R (R Core Team, 2019),
version 3.5.0, generating Nsim = 5000 simulation runs and Nperm = 1999 permutation iterations for
each setting. The nominal level was set to α = 5%. We compare the type-1 error rate as well as
the power values of our tests in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. In both cases, we include all
three variance estimation strategies introduced in Sections 3.1–3.2. For the kernel density estimation,
we choose the classical Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth according to Silverman’s rule-of-thumb
(Silverman, 1986, Eq. (3.31)), where we applied the function bw.nrd0 from the R package stats to
determine the latter.
5.1 Type-1 error
In this subsection, we discuss the type-I-error control of all procedures. To simulate under the corre-
sponding null hypotheses, we set µi = µi1i2 = 0 in the 2 × 2-median-based cases and restrict to the
homoscedastic setting σ = σ1 for the 4-sample IQR testing question. We note that the Nsim = 5000
simulation runs correspond to the 95% binomial interval [4.4, 5.6] for the true type-I-error probability.
The observed type-1 error rates for the 2x2-median design are displayed in Table 1 (for testing the
hypothesis of no main effect) and Table 2 (for the interaction hypothesis), respectively. Starting with
Table 1 it is readily seen that all asymptotic tests are rather conservative with type-I-errors reaching
down to 1.7% for the bootstrap-based and 0.7% for the interval-based approaches, respectively. This
conservativeness is less pronounced for the test based upon the kernel density variances estimator that
exhibits values between 2.7% and 5.7% and a reasonable good error control in case of the standard
normal and χ23 distribution except for the settings with positive variance pairing. In contrast, all
permutation methods control the type-I-error level reasonably well except for the situations with a
skewed distribution and negative pairing. Here, we find error rates up to 7.2% for the tests based
upon the interval- and kernel-based variance estimators.
Overall, the permutation procedure that uses a bootstrap variance estimator exhibits the most
robust type-I-error control with values ranging from 4.7% − 6.4%. Studying the results for the inter-
action tests presented in Table 2, we get a very similar impression for all six procedures’ behaviour.
The only major difference is, that the permutation methods also exhibit a fairly well error control for
the settings with skewed distributions and negative pairing.
The type-1 error rates in the situation of the 4-sample testing problem of equal IQRs are presented
in Table 3. Here, the finite sample behaviour of the asymptotic tests becomes even more extreme:
For the symmetric distributions, the type-1 error rates are between 0.4% and 1.3% for the interval-
based estimator and between 0.3% and 1.2% for the bootstrap approach, i.e., very conservative. In
contrast, the decisions for the kernel-based method are quite accurate with values between 3.7% and
5.0%. Switching to skewed distribution, however, the type-I error rates increase, leading to very liberal
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Table 1: Type-1 error rate in % (nominal level α = 5%) for testing the median null hypothesis of no
main effect in the 2× 2 design for all asymptotic and permutation tests using the interval-based (Int),
kernel density (Kern) and bootstrap (Boot) approach for estimating the covariance matrix. Values
inside the 95% binomial interval [4.4, 5.6] are printed bold.
Asymptotic Permutation
Distr n σ Int Kern Boot Int Kern Boot Setting
N0,1 n1 σ1 2.6 4.2 3.3 4.9 5.1 5.2 balanced homosc.
σ2 3.0 4.4 3.3 5.5 5.8 5.5 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 2.2 4.8 3.6 5.0 5.6 5.6 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 2.0 4.0 3.0 5.7 4.7 4.7 positive pairing
σ3 2.5 5.4 4.0 6.2 6.4 6.3 negative pairing
t3 n1 σ1 1.7 2.7 2.3 5.1 5.2 5.2 balanced homosc.
σ2 2.0 2.9 2.6 5.5 5.2 4.9 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 0.8 3.0 2.1 4.5 4.5 4.4 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 1.1 3.1 2.4 6.4 4.7 5.2 positive pairing
σ3 0.7 3.7 2.7 5.8 6.5 6.4 negative pairing
LN0,1 n1 σ1 4.9 4.0 2.0 5.4 5.8 5.7 balanced homosc.
σ2 5.2 3.8 1.8 5.8 5.8 6.0 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 3.1 3.0 1.7 4.8 4.7 4.8 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 3.4 3.4 2.1 5.9 5.3 5.4 positive pairing
σ3 3.8 4.2 2.5 6.6 6.8 6.3 negative pairing
χ23 n1 σ1 5.1 5.0 3.2 5.5 5.6 5.8 balanced homosc.
σ2 4.4 4.7 2.7 5.1 5.5 5.2 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 3.6 4.5 2.8 5.0 5.1 5.2 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 3.3 3.7 2.6 5.1 4.6 4.8 positive pairing
σ3 4.6 5.7 3.5 7.2 7.2 6.4 negative pairing
decisions in the log-normal case with values up to 10.2% for the kernel-based and 7.5% for the interval-
based tests. Here, only the bootstrap-based method remained very conservative. In comparison, all
permutation counterparts lead to satisfactory type-1 error control close to the 5%-level.
Due to the extreme behaviour of the asymptotic tests in this setting, we conducted additional
simulation results in the appendix. Therein it can be seen that all asymptotic tests for equality of
IQRs more or less approach the desired 5% level for larger group-specific sample sizes ni ≥ 150.
5.2 Power behaviour under shift and scale alternatives
Due to the diverse behaviour of the asymptotic tests under the null hypotheses and for ease of presen-
tation, we solely focus on permutation tests here. The results for the asymptotic tests are presented
in the appendix and apart from their different level under H0, their power curves run almost parallel
to the respective curve of the permutation version.
To achieve a scenario under the alternative in the 2 × 2 median test setting, we disturbed the
respective null set-up by adding a shift parameter δ = µ2,2 to the last group. In addition to the three
permutation tests presented in this paper, we considered the permutation Wald-type test (PBK) of
Pauly et al. (2015) which was developed for testing means in general factorial designs. Their procedure
is implemented in the R package GFD (Friedrich et al., 2017b). For a fair comparison, we included
their test just for the cases where mean and median coincide, i.e., for the symmetric distributions.
The results for the procedures inferring a main effect are present in Figure 1, while the corresponding
power curves of the interaction tests are shown in the appendix due to similarity. While the PBK
test leads to higher power values compared to our tests for the normal distribution settings, it is less
powerful under the t2- and t3-distributions, which have heavier tails. An explanation may be given by
the (asymptotic) efficiencies of the location estimators: While the sample mean is more efficient than
the sample median under normal distributions the situation is reversed for the two more heavy-tailed
t-distributions.
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Table 2: Type-1 error rate in % (nominal level α = 5%) for testing the median null hypothesis of
no interaction effect in the 2 × 2 design for all asymptotic and permutation tests using the interval-
based (Int), kernel density (Kern) and bootstrap (Boot) approach for estimating the covariance matrix.
Values inside the 95% binomial interval [4.4, 5.6] are printed bold.
Asymptotic Permutation
Distr n σ Int Kern Boot Int Kern Boot Setting
N0,1 n1 σ1 2.5 4.0 3 4.7 5.0 4.8 balanced homosc.
σ2 2.5 3.9 3.2 5.3 5.4 5.2 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 1.6 5.0 3.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 2 4.3 3.0 6.4 5.4 5.4 positive pairing
σ3 1.7 4.6 3.1 5.4 5.8 5.5 negative pairing
t3 n1 σ1 1.6 2.6 2.2 5.3 5.0 4.9 balanced homosc.
σ2 2.1 3.1 3.0 5.9 5.9 5.7 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 0.7 2.7 1.9 5.0 4.7 4.7 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 1.0 2.8 2.2 6.4 5.3 5.6 positive pairing
σ3 0.8 3.6 2.3 4.9 5.8 5.5 negative pairing
LN0,1 n1 σ1 4.5 3.4 1.7 5.2 5.1 5.0 balanced homosc.
σ2 4.7 3.8 2.1 5.8 5.8 5.3 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 3.3 3.1 1.8 5.4 5.1 5.3 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 3.1 3.0 1.7 6.1 5.5 5.4 positive pairing
σ3 2.8 2.9 1.6 5.6 5.4 5.3 negative pairing
χ23 n1 σ1 5.0 4.9 2.8 5.5 5.4 5.4 balanced homosc.
σ2 5.0 4.8 3.0 5.9 5.9 5.6 balanced heterosc.
n2 σ1 3.3 4.0 2.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 unbalanced homosc.
σ2 4.2 4.3 3.0 6.3 5.9 5.8 positive pairing
σ3 3.4 4.4 3.0 6.2 6.1 5.6 negative pairing
Table 3: Type-1 error rate in % (nominal level α = 5%) for the 4-sample IQR testing problem of our
asymptotic and permutation tests using the interval-based (Int), kernel density (Ker) and bootstrap
(Boo) approach for estimating the covariance matrix. Values inside the 95% binomial interval [4.4, 5.6]
are printed bold.
Asymptotic Permutation
n Distr Int Ker Boo Int Ker Boo Setting
N0,1 1.3 4.6 1.2 5.2 5.1 5.2
t2 0.6 3.7 0.3 5.1 5.1 5.1
n1 t3 0.9 3.7 0.6 4.9 5.0 5.3 balanced
LN0,1 7.5 8.5 1.6 5.2 4.9 4.6
χ23 5.1 6.2 1.8 4.5 4.8 4.7
N0,1 1.0 5.0 1.1 4.7 4.8 4.9
t2 0.4 4.8 0.7 5.0 5.0 5.2
n2 t3 0.5 4.4 0.9 4.5 4.6 5.1 unbalanced
LN0,1 4.3 10.2 1.6 4.8 5.2 4.7
χ23 3.8 8.1 1.7 5.1 5.0 4.8
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Figure 1: Power curves for the 2 × 2-median testing problem of the permutation PBK test (dash-
dotted) as well as our permutation tests based on interval-based (dashed), kernel density (dotted)
and bootstrap (solid) covariance matrix estimation, resp., for n = n2, σ = σ1 and shift alternatives
µ = (0, 0, 0, δ)
A comparison among the three median-based permutation tests shows that the interval-based
approach leads to lower power values than the other two methods for both t-distributions, while the
bootstrap approach is slightly less powerful than the other two tests in case of the skewed log-normal
distribution. Under normality, however, the tests’ power functions are almost identical.
To obtain alternatives in case of the 4-sample IQR testing problem, we consider scale alternatives
of the kind σ = (1, 1, 1, 1 + δ); compare to (c). For ease of presentation we only show the results for
normal as well as lognormal distributions here. The resulting power curves are plotted in Figure 2 and
we can observe that the kernel density approach leads to lower power values compared to the other
two methods; especially in case of small sample sizes.
Recommendation. Summarizing the findings from the above simulations and the one presented in
the appendix we recommend the use of the permutation methods over their asymptotic counterparts
as they show a much better type-I-error control in case of small and moderate sample sizes (ni ≤ 200).
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Figure 2: Power curves for the 4-sample IQR testing problem of our permutation tests based on
interval-based (dashed), kernel density (dotted) and bootstrap (solid) covariance matrix estimation,
resp., for n = n2 and scale alternatives σ = (1, 1, 1, 1 + δ)
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Figure 3: Group-wise boxplots (outliers are not displayed) for the birthweight data from Example 1
(left) and the height data from Example 2 (right).
However, there is no general recommendation for choosing between the three permutation versions
as their power behaviour (slightly) differed with respect to underlying distributions and question of
interest, e.g. for comparing IQRs the interval- and bootstrap-based approaches performed better while
the kernel method exhibit the largest power for testing medians in a 2× 2 design with heavy tails.
6 Illustrative data analysis
A typical everyday situation in which we are confronted with quantiles are percentile curves for child
heights and weights. We re-analyzed growth and weight data of children from 5 different sites (Brazil,
India, Guatemala, the Philippines, and South Africa), which was provided to us by the COHORTS
group (Richter et al., 2012). Both, height and weight, were converted to z-scores regarding the WHO
child standards (WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study Group, 2006; de Onis et al., 2007).
Having a comparison of percentile curves in mind, we test for effects in three quantiles simultane-
ously, considering the 25%-, 50%- and 75%-quantile. In addition, this also demonstrates the flexibility
of the proposed methodology. For the purpose of illustration we focus on specific subgroups in the
COHORT data set in which interesting effects are present:
Example 1: We compare the birth weight of firstborns from the countries (factor A) Brazil and
South Africa including both genders (factor B). To avoid confounding effects regarding age, education
or marital status, we restrict our analysis to 30-year-old or younger married mothers with a comparable
education level of 9 completed school years. The resulting eligible sample size of n = 173 children is
divided into n1 = 65 boys and n2 = 46 girls from Brazil, and n3 = 36 boys and n4 = 26 girls from
South Africa. We would like to infer whether there are differences between the countries regarding
the boys’ and girls’ birth weight, respectively.
Example 2: We investigate the effect of the mother’s height (factor A) on the children’s height at
the age of 2 years. Again both sexes (factor B) are included. We restrict to firstborns of unmarried
mothers from the Philippines. For this analysis, we divide the women into the two groups ”small” and
”tall” consisting of the women respectively being smaller and taller than 150cm, which is the median
height in this subgroup. In the group ”small” we have observations for n1 = 8 boys and n2 = 13 girls,
and in the group ”tall” there are data for n3 = 12 boys and n4 = 11 girls.
To get a first graphical impression of both data sets, the group-specific box plots are presented in
Figure 3. In both cases it appears that factor A (country and maternal height, respectively) leads to
a shift of all three empirical quantiles of the children’s height and weight, respectively. To infer this
conjecture we first like to test the null hypothesis of no main effect of factor A regarding the three
quantiles qi = (qi1, qi2, qi3)
⊤, i = 1, . . . , 4 coresponding to the probabilities (p1, p2, p3) = (0.25, 0.5, 0.75)
simultaneously. That is, we test H0 : {q1 + q2 = q3 + q4}. The p-values of all three asymptotic as
well as all three permutation tests (ignoring multiplicity) are summarized in Table 4.
It is apparent that the asymptotic and permutation test lead to diverse decisions at nominal level
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Table 4: For the effect of the country on the birth weight (Example 1) and the maternal height on the
height at 2 years, the p-values (in %) are shown for our asymptotic as well as permutation approach
using the interval-based (Int), kernel density (Ker) and bootstrap (Boo) strategies for covariance
matrix estimation
Asymptotic Permutation
Int Ker Boo Int Ker Boo
Example 1 10.54 8.63 9.83 3.80 4.60 3.50
Example 2 10.95 9.19 8.43 3.30 6.75 3.60
α = 5%. In fact, the seemingly present effect from Figure 3 is not detected by any asymptotic tests as
their p-values are around 8–10%. In contrast, the p-values of the permutation approaches are, except
for the kernel density method in Example 2, less than 5%. To investigate the reasons why these
decisions are so different, we conducted an additional simulation study for the three-quantile testing
problem under the sample size settings of Example 2. The results are presented in the appendix and
may explain the above decisions to some extent. They can be summarized as follows: As in Section 5,
the asymptotic tests are quite conservative with type-1 error rates ranging between 0.8% and 4.2%.
Moreover, the permutation kernel density approach is less powerful than the other two permutation
methods under shift alternatives for skewed distributions.
Beyond hypothesis testing, the theoretical results can also be used to formulate asymptotically
valid confidence regions for contrasts of quantiles by inverting the corresponding tests. We exemplify
this for the difference between two quantiles as effect parameter of interest. To this end, consider
Example 1 and encode factor A (country) and factor B (gender) as follows: i2 = 1 for the boys,
i2 = 2 for the girls, i1 = 1 for Brazil and i1 = 2 for South Africa. Then, for a fixed gender i2, the
asymptotic correct z- and permutation-(1− α)-confidence intervals for the difference θi2 = q2i2 − q1i2
of the countries’ quantiles (e.g. the medians) are given by
In =
[
(q̂2i2 − q̂1i2)±
zα/2√
n
√
σ̂21i2 + σ̂
2
2i2
]
and Ipin =
[
(q̂2i2 − q̂1i2)±
cpini2(α/2)√
n
√
σ̂21i2 + σ̂
2
2i2
]
,
where σ̂2i1i2 = Σ̂
(i1i2)
11 is an estimator for the asymptotic variance of
√
n(q̂i1i2 − qi1i2) using one of our
strategies from Section 3.1–3.3 and cpini2(α/2) is the (1−α/2)-quantile of the permutation distribution
of
√
n(q̂pi2i2 − q̂pi1i2)(σ̂
2,pi
1i2
+ σ̂2,pii2 )
−1/2. To illustrate the application we calculated the 95% permutation-
based confidence-intervals for the median difference separately for gender in Table 5.
Table 5: Point estimates θ̂ for the difference θi2 = q2i2 − q1i2 of the countries’ median with respect
to sex for Example 1 together with permutation-based 95% confidence intervals. Here, Int (interval-
based), Ker (kernel density) and Boo (bootstrap) indicate the applied covariance matrix estimation
technique.
Gender θ̂ Int Ker Boo
Boys 90.15 [90.44, 0.14] [90.48, 0.18] [90.43, 0.13]
Girls 90.56 [91.04, 90.08] [91.10, 90.02] [91.02, 90.10]
Ignoring multiplicity, we see that all three permutation procedures agree on a significant difference
in the girl’s median birthweight (at level α = 5%) but do not find a corresponding effect for the boys.
7 Discussion
While an abundance of methods exists for inferring means and mean vectors in general hetero-
geneous factorial designs (Johansen, 1980; Brunner et al., 1997; Bathke et al., 2009; Zhang, 2012;
Konietschke et al., 2015; Pauly et al., 2015; Harrar et al., 2019), there are not so many methods
for the analysis of medians or quantiles. To this end, we combined the idea of studentized per-
mutations from heteroscedastic mean-based (Pauly et al., 2015) and one-way median-based ANOVA
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(Chung and Romano, 2013) to establish flexible methods for inferring quantiles in general factorial de-
signs which we coin QANOVA. In fact, we proposed three different permutation methods in Wald-type
statistics that only differ in the way the covariance matrix is estimated. All of them are applicable to
construct confidence regions and to test null hypotheses about arbitrary contrasts of different quantiles.
The resulting procedures are finitely exact under exchangeability of the data and shown to be
asymptotically valid. In doing so, we had to extend some results about general permutation empirical
processes and uniform Hadamard differentiability (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996) that are of own
mathematical interest. From these results we could not only deduce the asymptotic exactness under
the null hypotheses but also prove results about the procedures’ asymptotics under fixed and local
alternatives. In the special case of the median and a bootstrap-based covariance estimator, these
results even reveal new insights into the Chung and Romano (2013) one-way permutation test.
In addition to these theoretical analyses, we also analyzed the procedures in extensive simulations
presented in the paper and the appendix. Our results indicate an accurate type-I-error control for the
permutation methods in almost all simulation settings. Only in case of skewed distributions and small
unbalanced samples with a heteroscedastic negative pairing, a slight liberality was found when testing
for main effects in a 2 × 2 design. Beyond this, we can recommend all three permutation methods
with clear conscience and we are currently working on implementing them within the R-package GFD
(Friedrich et al., 2018). Moreover, we are also confident that the current results can be transferred
to questions about related quantile-based estimands as, e.g., coefficients of quartile variation (Bonett,
2006).
A Proof of Proposition 1
Although the statement was already proven by Serfling (2009), we prefer to present the proof never-
theless for didactic reasons to prepare the proof for the permutation approach and the proof for the
local alternatives.
Let D be the set consisting of all non-decreasing and right continuous functions G : R → R. Clearly,
D is a subset of the Skorohod space D(R) on R, where we equip the latter with the sup-norm, as
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) did. For every p ∈ (0, 1) we define the corresponding inverse map-
ping Φp : D→ R (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, compare to Section 3.9.4.2) by
Φp(G) = G
−1(p) = inf{t ∈ R : G(t) ≥ p}. (15)
If G is differentiable at q = G−1(p) with positive derivative g then Φp is Hadamard differentiable
(van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Lemma 3.9.20) at G tangentially to the space Dq ⊂ D(R), which
consists of all bounded functions α ∈ D(R) being continuous at q. The Hadamard derivative is given,
in that case, by
Φ′p,G(α) = −
α(q)
g(q)
.
It is well known, see van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) or Shorack and Wellner (2009), that
n
1/2
i (F̂i − Fi)
d−→ B ◦ Fi on D(R), (16)
where D(R) denotes the Skorohod space on R equipped with the sup-norm and B is a Brownian bridge
on [0, 1]. Applying the functional δ-method (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 3.9.4) with
the map Φ : D→ Rm given by Φ(G) = (Φp1(G), . . . ,Φpm(G)) yields
n
1/2
i (F̂
−1
i (pr)− F−1i (pr))r=1,...,m
d−→
(
−B(Fi(qir))
fi(qir)
)
r=1,...,m
=
(
−B(pr)
fi(qir)
)
r=1,...,m
d
= κ
1/2
i Zi.
It remains to prove that Σ(i) is nonsingular. Set A1 = κ
−1/2
i diag(fi(qi1)
−1, . . . , fi(qim)−1) and A2 =
diag(1−p1, . . . , 1−pm). Recall the well-known time transformation of a Brownian motionW to obtain
a Brownian bridge, i.e., we have B(t)
d
= (1−t)W (t/(1−t)). Consequently, Zi has the same distribution
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as A1A2(W (t1), . . . ,W (tm))
′ with ti = pi/(1 − pi), where 0 < t1 < . . . < tm. The covariance matrix
ΣW of (W (t1), . . . ,W (tm))
′ is given by ΣW = (min(ta, tb))1≤a,b≤m and its determinat equals
det(ΣW ) = t1(t2 − t1)(t3 − t2 + t1) . . . (tm − tm−1 + tm−2 . . . + (−1)m−1t1) > 0.
Consequently, ΣW and, thus, Σ
(i) are nonsingular.
B Proof of Theorem 2
As explained before, Proposition 1 is also valid under alternatives and, consequently, it remains to
prove that Tq 6= 0km always implies (Tq)′(TΣT′)+Tq > 0. Let Tq 6= 0km. Since Σ is nonsingular
by Proposition 1, the root Σ1/2 exists and is nonsingular as well. Moreover, there is some q˜ such that
q = Σ1/2q˜. Recall the following well known properties of Moore–Penrose inverses: (A′)+ = (A+)′,
(A′A)+ = A+(A′)+ and AA+A = A. For a detailed discussion of the Moore–Penrose inverse and
more general inverses we refer to Rao and Mitra (1971). By the properties mentioned before
TΣ1/2
[
(TΣ1/2)+Tq
]
= TΣ1/2q˜ = Tq 6= 0km
and, thus, (Tq)′(TΣT′)+Tq = (Tq)′(Σ1/2T′)+(TΣ1/2)+Tq =
[
(TΣ1/2)+Tq
]′[
(TΣ1/2)+Tq
]
> 0.
C Proof of Theorem 3
The proof follows the same strategy as the one for Theorem 1, compare to Section 3. First, we prove
a multivariate central limit theorem for the permutation quantiles q̂pi.
Lemma 4. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and suppose that ni/n → κi ∈ (0, 1). Then under Assumption 4 we
have
√
n
(
q̂ piir − q̂ir
)
i=1,...,k;r=1,...,m
d−→ Zpi,
where (Cir)i=1,...,k;r=1,...,m is an abbreviation for the vector (C11, C12, . . . , C1m, C21, . . . , Ckm) and Z
pi
is a zero-mean, multivariate normal distributed random variable with covariance matrix Σpi given by
its entries
Σpi(ac),(bd) = E(Z
pi
acZ
pi
bd) = γ
pi(c, d)
pa ∧ pb − papb
f(qa)f(qb)
(a, b ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; c, d ∈ {1, . . . , k}),
where γpi(c, d) = 1{c = d}
( 1
κc
− 1
)
− 1{c 6= d}.
The proof is given in Section C.1. Since the groups are, clearly, not independent within the
permutation step, the limiting covariance matrix has not a block structure as Σ = ⊕ki=1Σ(i). But, due
to T1 = 0km, we have
TΣpiT′ = TΣ˜piT′ for Σ˜pi =
k⊕
i=1
Σ˜(i),pi,
where Σ˜
(i),pi
ab = κ
−1
i
1
f(qa)f(qb)
(pa ∧ pb − papb) (a, b ∈ {1, . . . ,m}).
Analogously as in the proof for Proposition 1, we can deduce that Σ˜(i),pi and, thus, Σ˜pi are nonsingular
matrices. Instead of estimating Σpi, we use the permutation counterpart Σ̂pi of Σ̂, which estimates
Σ˜pi consistently.
Lemma 5. Let σ̂i(pr) be the estimator defined in (12) and σ̂
pi
i (pr) its permutation counterpart. Then
under Assumption 4 we have the following conditional convergences given the data in probability:
f̂piir =
√
pr(1− pr)
σ̂pii (pr)
→ f(qr) and, thus, Σ̂pi → Σ˜pi, both in probability. (17)
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Lemma 6. Let f̂piK,i be permutation counterpart of the kernel density estimator from Section 3.1. Then
under Assumption 4 we have the following conditional convergences given the data in probability:
sup
x∈R
∣∣∣f̂piK,i(x)− f(x)∣∣∣→ 0 in probability and, thus, Σ̂piK → Σ˜pi, both in probability.
Finally, combining all three lemmas, the continuous mapping theorem and Theorem 9.2.2 of
Rao and Mitra (1971) proves Theorem 3, compare to the argumentation in Section 3.
C.1 Proof of Lemma 4
Basically, the proof follows the argumentation of the proof for Proposition 1. Two aspects are more
crucial than in the previous proof: 1. We do not know a concrete citation for the convergence of
the empirical permutation process in case of more than two groups, i.e., the permutation version
of (16) has to be determined for k ≥ 3. For the two-sample case (k = 2) Theorems 3.7.1 and
3.7.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) can be applied. In the more general case k ≥ 2, these
results can be extended, that was already postulated by the authors (van der Vaart and Wellner,
1996, Problem 3.7.2) but no specific details were given. 2. For the permutation approach we need
uniform Hadamard differentiability instead of just Hadamard differentiability to apply the permuta-
tion δ-method (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 3.9.5). The extension of Lemma 3.9.20 of
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) to uniform differentiability is not straightforward but possible by a
proper adjustment of the proof. Due to the high technical nature of the modifications mentioned in
point 1 and 2, we deferred the proof details to our technical appendix and just state the results here:
Lemma 7. Let G = (G1, . . . ,Gk) be a zero-mean Gaussian process on D(R)
k with covariance structure
E(Ga(s)Gb(t)) = γ
pi(a, b)
(
F (s ∧ t)− F (t)F (s)
)
with γpi(a, b) =
1
κa
1{a = b} − 1
for a, b ∈ {1, . . . , k} and s, t ∈ R. Then
n1/2
(
F̂ pini − F̂n
)
i=1,...,k
d−→ G on D(R)k (18)
almost surely given the observations.
Lemma 8 (Uniform Hadamard differentiability). Let Gn and G be nondecreasing, real-valued func-
tions. Moreover, let G be continuously differentiable at q = G−1(p), p ∈ (0, 1), with positive derivative
g(q) > 0. Suppose that
√
n sup
x∈R
|Gn(x)−G(x)| ≤M for some M > 0 (19)
and
√
n sup
|x|≤K/√n
∣∣∣Gn(q + x)−Gn(q)−G(q + x) +G(q)∣∣∣→ 0 for every K > 0. (20)
Then
√
n
(
Φp(Gn + n
−1/2hn)− Φp(Gn)
)
→ Φ′p,G(h) = −
h(q)
g(q)
(21)
for every converging sequence hn such that Gn + n
−1/2hn ∈ D and hn converges uniformly to h ∈ Dq,
where Dq consists all bounded functions being continuous at q.
For our purposes, we make use of Lemma 8 with G = F , qr = G
−1(pr) (r = 1, . . . ,m) and
Gn = F̂ for fixed observations. Therefore, we need to ensure that (19) and (20) are fulfilled, where
M may depend on the underlying event ω ∈ Ω. By Lemma 1 of Bahadur (1966) we obtain for
an = n
−1/2(log n)1/4 that almost surely
√
n sup
|x|≤an
∣∣∣F̂i(qir + x)− F̂i(qir)− Fi(qir + x) + Fi(qir)∣∣∣→ 0 (22)
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for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We want to point out that the proof of Bahadur (1966) for
his Lemma 1 is still valid for continuously differentiable distribution functions, a weaker assumption
than the twice differentiability condition underlying his whole paper. Note that due to its continuous
differentiability fi is bounded in a neighborhood of qir by Li, say. Combining this, the mean value
theorem, F̂ =
∑k
i=1(ni/n)F̂i and (22) yields that almost surely
√
n sup
|x|≤K/√n
∣∣∣F̂ (qir + x)− F̂ (qir)− F (qir + x) + F (qir)∣∣∣
≤
k∑
i=1
ni
n
√
n sup
|x|≤an
∣∣∣F̂i(qir + x)− F̂i(qir)− Fi(qir + x) + Fi(qir)∣∣∣
+
√
n
k∑
i=1
∣∣∣ni
n
− κi
∣∣∣ sup
|x|≤K/√n
∣∣∣Fi(qir + x)− Fi(qir)∣∣∣
≤ o(1) +√n
k∑
i=1
∣∣∣ni
n
− κi
∣∣∣Li K√
n
→ 0. (23)
Since we just want to show that the conditional convergence holds in probability given the ob-
servations, we can change the underlying probability space and even consider a triangular array
(Xnij)i=1,...,k;j=1,...,ni of rowwise independent random variables Xnij ∼ Fi. Hence, we can consider
the special construction discussed in Section 3.1 of Shorack and Wellner (2009) for each group i =
1, . . . , k. In that case, (16) even holds almost surely and not just in distribution. To be more spe-
cific, there are independent Brownian bridges B1, . . . , Bk on [0, 1] and an appropriate triangular array
(Xnij)i=1,...,k;j=1,...,ni such that almost surely
n1/2(F̂i − Fi)i=1,...,k → κ−1/2i Bi ◦ Fi.
In particular, we have with probability one
lim sup
n∈N
n1/2 sup
t∈R
|F̂ (t)− F (t)| ≤
k∑
i=1
κ
−1/2
i sup
t∈[0,1]
|Bi(t)|+
k∑
i=1
lim sup
n→∞
n1/2
∣∣∣ni
n
− κi
∣∣∣, (24)
where the latter sum is bounded by assumption and, thus, the complete right hand side is bounded
for a fixed event ω ∈ Ω with probability equal to one. Last, we want to point out an effect caused by
considering a triangular array, namely (23) still holds in probability but not almost surely anymore.
This difficulty can be solved by turning to subsequences.
From now on, we fix the observations. Due to the explanations above, we can assume without
loss of generality that (18), (19) and (20) hold with G = F , Gn = F̂ and qr = G
−1(pr). Applying
the (uniform) functional δ-method (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 3.9.5) with the map
Φ : Dk → Rkm given by Φ(G1, . . . , Gk) = (Φp1(G1), . . . ,Φpm(G1),Φp1(G2), . . . ,Φpm(Gk)) we obtain
n1/2((F̂ pii )
−1(qir)− F̂−1(qir))i=1,...,k;r=1,...,m d−→
(
−Gi(qr)
f(qir)
)
i=1,...,k;r=1,...,m
d
= Zpi. (25)
C.2 Proof of Lemma 5
Let the observations be fixed. As already discussed detailed in the proof of Lemma 4, we can assume
without loss of generality that (18), (19) and (20) hold with G = F , Gn = F̂ and qr = G
−1(pr) for
every r = 1, . . . ,m. Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. First, observe that(
2zα∗n(p)/2 + 2n
−1/2
i
)
σ̂pi,PBi (pr) = (F̂
pi
i )
−1(pr + kn,1)− (F̂ pii )−1(pr − kn,2),
where n
1/2
i kn,j → ξ = zα/2(pr(1− pr))1/2. By the definition of Φp, see (15), we have
(F̂ pii )
−1
(
pr + (−1)j+1kn,j
)
= Φpr(F̂
pi
i − (−1)j+1kn,j).
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From (18) we can deduce that
n
1/2
i (F̂
pi
ni − kn,1 − F̂ , F̂ pini + kn,2 − F̂ ) d−→ (κ1/2i Gi − ξ, κ1/2i Gi + ξ) on D(R)2.
Combining Lemma 8 and the (uniform) functional δ-method (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, The-
orem 3.9.5) with the map Φ : D2 → R2 given by Φ(G1, G2) = (Φpr(G1),Φpr(G2)) gives us
n
1/2
i
(
Φpr(F̂
pi
ni + (−1)jkn,j)− Φpr(F̂ )
)
j=1,2
d−→ − 1
f(qir)
(
κ
1/2
i Gi(qr) + (−1)jξ
)
j=1,2
.
Altogether, we obtain in probability
σ̂pi,PBi (pr)→
1
2zα/2
2ξ
f(qir)
=
√
pr(1− pr)
f(qir)
.
C.3 Proof of Lemma 6
Let the observations be fixed and fix i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Subsequently, we use E(·) as an abbreviation
for the conditional expectation E(·|Xn) given the data Xn = (Xij)i=1,...,k;j=1,...,ni . Similarly to the
previous proofs, we can assume without loss of generality that (10) holds. Moreover, we can suppose
that the conditional convergence in (18) holds. We adapt the proof idea of Nadaraya (1965) for our
purposes. In particular, the proof consists of two parts:
(i) Vn,1 = sup
x∈R
∣∣∣f̂piK,i(x)− E(f̂piK,i(x))∣∣∣→ 0 in probability
(ii) Vn,2 = sup
x∈R
∣∣∣E(f̂piK,i(x))− f(x)∣∣∣→ 0.
(i): As abbreviation, define Kx,n,i(u) = K([x−u]/hni). By assumption K is of bounded variation and
so is Kx,n,i, in particular, we have
∫ |dKx,n,i| = ∫ |dK| = µK <∞. Since |K(x)| ≤ |K(0)|+µK holds,
K is also bounded in the classical sense. Now, observe that
E(f̂piK,i(x)) = h
−1
ni E
(
Kx,n,i(X
pi
i1)
)
= h−1ni
∫
Kx,n,i(u) dF̂i(u). (26)
Combining this, integration by parts (Fleming and Harrington, 1991, Theorem A.1.2) and (18) shows
Vn,1 = sup
x∈R
∣∣∣h−1ni
∫
Kx,n,i(u) d(F̂
pi
i − F̂i)(u)
∣∣∣ = sup
x∈R
∣∣∣h−1ni
∫
(F̂ pii − F̂i)(u−) dKx,n,i(u)
∣∣∣
≤ (h2nini)−1/2µKn1/2i sup
x∈R
∣∣∣F̂ pii (x)− F̂i(x)∣∣∣→ 0 in probability
because the assumptions on the bandwidth imply h2nini →∞.
(ii): From (26) it is easy to see that E(f̂piK,i(x)) coincides with fK,i(x). Consequently, we obtain
immediately from (10) that Vn,2 converges to 0.
C.4 Proof of Theorem 4
Here, we consider the triangular array Xnij from Section 4.1 fulling Assumption 5. The following
two lemmas, which extend (16) and Lemma 7, are the key steps to derive the desired statement in
Theorem 4. Their proofs can be found in the technical appendix.
Lemma 9. We have
n
1/2
i (F̂i − Fni)
d−→ B ◦ Fi on D(R), (27)
where B is a Brownian bridge on [0, 1].
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Lemma 10. Let G = (G1, . . . ,Gk) be given as in (7). Then
n1/2(F̂ pii − F̂ )i=1,...,k d−→ G on D(R)k (28)
given the observations in probability.
Since fni converges uniformly to fi in a neighborhood of qir, a continuity point of fi, we can deduce
from the mean value theory that (20) holds for q = qir, Gn = Fni and G = Fi. Due to this, Assumption
5(i) and Lemma 8 we can follow the proof argumentation for Proposition 1, while applying this time
the uniform functional δ-method (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 3.9.5), to obtain:
√
nTq̂ =
√
nT(q̂− qn) +
√
nTqn
d−→ Y + θ ∼ N(θ,TΣT′),
where Y and Σ are defined as in the paragraph below Proposition 1. The extension of the covariance
matrix estimators’ consistency, i.e., Lemmas 1–3, to the present local alternatives is straightforward
and thus left to the reader. Finally, Sn(T) converges in distribution to a non-central χ
2
rank(T)(δ) with
non-centrality parameter δ = θ′(TΣT)+θ; that proves the statement about the asymptotic test’s
power
As stated in Lemma 10, considering the triangular array Xnij instead of Xij does not affect the
(conditional) convergence of the empirical distribution functions. Hence, it is not surprising that the
same is true for the empirical quantiles. To prove the latter, we can follow the argumentation for
Theorem 3, the only detail which need more clarification is (22). For this purpose, we want to remind
that Assumption 5(iii) and the mean value theorem implies
√
n sup
|x|≤K/√n
∣∣∣Fni(q + x)− Fni(q)− Fi(q + x) + Fi(q)∣∣∣→ 0 for every K > 0.
Combining this with the arguments of Bahadur (1966) for his Lemma 1 we can deduce (22). Conse-
quently, we obtain (conditional) convergence (25) of the permutation quantiles given the observations
in probability. We want to remind the reader that we can always turn to subsequences to get almost
sure convergence instead of convergence in probability. While almost sure convergence is nice to have
for the proofs, convergence in probability is usually enough for statistical purposes, as it is in the
present situation. Due to Lemma 10, all arguments in the proofs for Lemmas 5 and 6 are still valid
for the underlying local alternatives. In particular, the permutation covariance matrix estimators
converge, given the data in probability, to the correct limit. Finally, (14) holds also for the present
local alternatives, given the observations in probability. Finally, the statement about the permutation
test’s power follows.
D Additional simulation results
To compare the asymptotic and permutation tests in terms of power, we displayed in Table 6 the
results for the shift alternatives described in Section 5.2. For a fair comparison of the power values,
we included also the sample size corrected versions of the asymptotic tests, i.e., we estimate the
finite sample size quantile of the test statistic by 5000 Monte–Carlo iterations under the respective
null hypothesis (δ = 0). Of course, the sample size corrected tests serve just as (fairer) competitors
but can not be applied in practice because they require the prior knowledge of the underlying null
hypotheses. Except under log-normal distributions, the conservative type-error rates of the asymptotic
tests cause lower power values compared to the permutation approaches, where the power values of
the latter are, in almost all settings, very close to the one of the sample size corrected tests.
The power plots of the four permutation procedures in case of the 2×2-median interaction testing
problem are presented in Figure 4. As mentioned in the paper the conclusions are similar to the one
drawn for the respective test versions for main median effects.
To illustrate the effect of increasing sample sizes on the type-1 error rate of the asymptotic tests,
we conducted some additional simulations for the 4-sample IQR testing problem under equal sample
size scenarios n = (n1, n1, n1, n1) for growing n1. The results for normal and log-normal distributions
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Table 6: Power values in % (nominal level α = 5%) for the 2 × 2-median testing problem of the
permutation Wald-type test (PKB) of Pauly et al. (2015) as well as our asymptotic and permutation
tests using the interval-based (Int), kernel density (Ker) and bootstrap (Boo) approach for estimating
the covariance matrix under n = n2 and σ = σ1 for shift alternatives µ = (0, 0, 0, δ)
Asymptotic Permutation Size corrected
Distr δ Int Ker Boo PBK Int Ker Boo PBK Int Ker Boo PBK
N0,1 0 2.2 3.8 2.9 5.2 4.6 4.1 4.2 4.2 5.4 4.6 4.5 5.3
0.3 3.9 7.9 5.8 9.1 8.3 8.6 8.6 8.2 9.7 9.1 9.8 8.2
0.6 8.4 14.6 12.3 20.6 17.9 16.8 17.8 19.0 17 15.7 18.3 17.3
0.9 17.9 28.5 25.3 37.4 31.4 31.8 32.3 35.4 31.2 29.8 31.5 32.9
1.2 29.5 43.4 39.4 59.8 44.0 45.1 46.3 57.3 43.4 44.4 45.4 55.6
1.5 47.5 60.1 55.5 78.2 61.0 63.0 62.1 76.5 61 61.7 61.8 77.0
1.8 61.5 75.4 70.2 90.1 74.6 76.6 76.3 89.2 77.4 76 76.2 89.5
t2 0 0.6 2.6 1.4 3.7 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.3 4.8 4.6 4.3 4.2
0.3 0.7 3.4 2.5 4.0 7 7.4 7.4 4.6 6.1 7.7 7.6 4.3
0.6 2.3 9.4 7.1 9.0 11.6 13.7 14.2 9.3 12. 14.4 13.8 9.6
0.9 3.7 13.6 10.6 13.9 17.6 20.3 19.9 14.6 17.9 19.8 19.8 14.1
1.2 7.0 25.8 20.3 21.8 25.1 34.2 32.0 22.9 27.7 33.7 32.8 22.6
1.5 14.2 39.4 31.8 28.5 37.5 48.5 47.1 29.2 41.0 50.3 49.0 30.9
1.8 20.5 54.6 46.6 38.1 47.7 60.7 59.4 39.4 54.6 65.4 63.5 38.1
t3 0 1.1 3.8 2.6 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.6 6.0 6.5 5.8 5.5 5.0
0.3 2.2 5.4 5.0 7.3 9.0 8.2 9.4 7.0 9.1 8.5 9.5 7.0
0.6 3.7 10.6 9.4 13.6 14.6 16.5 16.2 13.1 13.6 14.6 15.7 13.5
0.9 8.0 20.8 16.9 20.5 23.2 26.6 26.6 19.9 23.8 25.3 24.8 17.9
1.2 13.8 30.5 26.3 30.6 33.6 38.9 39.0 29.4 35.6 39.4 39.0 30.3
1.5 23.6 47.0 42.8 43.2 45.0 53.3 52.8 42.7 47.1 53.7 53.0 41.6
1.8 33.7 60.6 56.2 57.8 56.6 66 66.1 56.8 59.4 67.3 66.6 56.2
LN0,1 0 4.3 4.6 2.9 — 6.4 6.0 5.8 — 5.6 6.1 5.8 —
0.3 6.2 7.4 3.8 — 10.7 11.0 9.7 — 8.9 10.4 9.3 —
0.6 15.4 15.9 10.2 — 22.6 23.4 20.2 — 20.2 20.0 19.6 —
0.9 24.9 27.8 18.8 — 33.4 33.6 29.4 — 32.2 33.4 31.0 —
1.2 43.8 45.4 35.4 — 49.4 48.4 44.1 — 49.5 51.7 48.1 —
1.5 55.2 58.3 47.4 — 54.8 55.0 52.7 — 60.8 63.4 60.2 —
1.8 68.5 70.1 60.9 — 64.2 63.5 63.3 — 74.2 74.8 73.8 —
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Figure 4: Power curves for the 2× 2-median interaction testing problem of the permutation PBK test
(dash-dotted) as well as the three current permutation tests based on interval-based (dashed), kernel
density (dotted) and bootstrap (solid) covariance matrix estimation, resp., for n = n2, σ = σ1 and
shift alternatives µ = (0, 0, 0, δ)
are presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that the type-1 error rates get closer and closer to the
5% benchmark line, where in comparison to the others this process is quite slow for the bootstrap
approach under normal and for the kernel density method under log-normal distributions. In all, these
plots strengthen our preference from Section 5.1 for the permutation approaches in case of small to
moderate sample sizes.
For a deeper understanding of the different test decision in our data analysis, we run additional
simulations for the 2 × 2 three-quantile test under the sample size situation n = (8, 13, 12, 11) of
Example 2. We compared the type-1 error rate of different distributions under shift alternatives
µ = (0, 0, 0, δ). The resulting power curves are plotted in Figure 6 and the respective type-1 error
rates (δ = 0) are separately displayed in Table 7. The asymptotic tests lead to quite conservative type-
1 error rates reaching down to 0.6%, while the permutation tests keep the nominal level accurately
with type-1 error rates between 4.2–5.3%. For the two skewed distributions, log-normal and χ23-
distribution, the permutation kernel density approach exhibit a substantially lower power than the
other two permutation approaches. In case of normal distributions, the power curves are very close to
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Figure 5: Type-1 error for the 4-sample IQR testing problem of our asymptotic tests based on interval-
based (dashed), kernel density (dotted) and bootstrap (solid) covariance matrix estimation, resp.,
under normal (left) and log-normal distribution (right) for increasing balanced sample sizes n =
(n1, . . . , n1)
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Table 7: Type-1 error rate in % (nominal level α = 5%) for the three-quantile testing problem of our
asymptotic and permutation tests using the interval-based (Int), kernel density (Ker) and bootstrap
(Boo) approach for estimating the covariance matrix under the sample size setting n = (8, 13, 12, 11)
Asymptotic Permutation
Distr Int Ker Boo Int Ker Boo
N0,1 1.5 3.9 1.7 5.1 5.2 5.1
LN0,1 2.0 2.6 0.6 5.0 4.3 4.3
t3 0.9 3.2 1.2 5.0 5.3 5.3
χ23 2.5 3.2 1.4 4.8 4.2 4.8
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Figure 6: Power values for the three-quantile testing problem of our permutation tests based on
interval-based (dashed), kernel density (dotted) and bootstrap (solid) covariance matrix estimation,
resp., for n = (8, 13, 12, 11), σ = σ1 and shift alternatives µ = (0, 0, 0, δ)
each other with a small benefit of the bootstrap method. Under the t3-distribution it turns out that
the interval-based approach leads to smaller power values compared to the other two tests.
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E Technical lemmas
E.1 Uniform Hadamard differentiability
Let D be the set consisting of all distribution functions G : R → [0, 1]. For every p ∈ (0, 1) we define
the corresponding inverse mapping Φp : D→ R (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, compare to Section
3.9.4.2) by
Φp(G) = G
−1(p) = inf{t ∈ R : G(t) ≥ p}.
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) already proved that Φp is Hadamard differentiable under certain
regularity conditions. For our purposes, we need a little bit more than that, namely uniform Hadamard
differentiability. Therefore, we modify the original proof of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996).
Lemma 11. Let Gn and G be nondecreasing, real-valued functions. Moreover, let G be continuously
differentiable at q = G−1(p), p ∈ (0, 1), with positive derivative g(q) > 0. Suppose that
√
n sup
x∈R
|Gn(x)−G(x)| ≤M for some M > 0 (29)
and
√
n sup
|x|≤n−1/2K
∣∣∣Gn(q + x)−Gn(q)−G(q + x) +G(q)∣∣∣→ 0 for every K > 0. (30)
Then
√
n
(
Φp(Gn + n
−1/2hn)− Φp(Gn)
)
→ Φ′p,G(h) = −
h(q)
g(q)
(31)
for every converging sequence hn such that Gn + n
−1/2hn ∈ D and hn converges uniformly to h ∈ Dq,
where Dq consists all bounded functions being continuous at q.
Proof. To shorten the proof, set h
(1)
n = hn and h
(2)
n ≡ 0 as well as q(j)n = Φp(Gn+n−1/2h(j)n ) (j = 1, 2).
Since h is bounded, we have |h(j)n | ≤ M1 for some M1 > 0 and all sufficiently large n ∈ N. Having
subsequences in mind, we can suppose without loss of generality that for some Lj ∈ R ∪ {−∞,∞}
n1/2(q(j)n − q)→ Lj.
Let δ > 0 be arbitrary but δ /∈ {|L1 − L2|, |L1|, |L2|}. By the definition of the inverse functional we
have
(Gn + n
−1/2h(j)n )(q
(j)
n − n−1/2δ) ≤ p ≤ (Gn + n−1/2h(j)n )(q(j)n ). (32)
Combining this and (29) yields
G(q(j)n − n−1/2δ) ≤ p+ n−1/2(M +M1) and G(q(j)n ) ≥ p− n−1/2(M +M1). (33)
The remaining proof is divided into three steps. We will show: 1. q
(j)
n → q, 2. Lj ∈ R, 3. (31) holds.
1. Since G is strictly increasing in every small enough neighborhood (q − η, q + η), η > 0, around
q we can deduce from (33) that for every η > 0
q(j)n − n−1/2δ ≤ q + η and q(j)n ≥ q − η
for all sufficiently large n ∈ N. Letting η tend to 0 proves q(j)n → q.
2. Since δ 6= |Lj | we have q(j)n − q±n−1/2δ 6= 0 for sufficiently large n ∈ N. Rewriting (33) gives us
n1/2(q(j)n − n−1/2δ − q)
G(q
(j)
n − n−1/2δ)−G(q)
q
(j)
n − n−1/2δ − q
≤ (M +M1)
and n1/2(q(j)n − q)
G(q
(j)
n )−G(q)
q
(j)
n − q
≥ −(M +M1).
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Consequently, combining these inequalities with the differentiability of G we obtain that
M +M1
g(q)
+ δ ≥ lim
n→∞n
1/2|q(j)n − q| = |Lj|.
3. First, observe that δ 6= |L1 − L2| implies
lim
n→∞n
1/2
∣∣∣q(1)n − q(2)n ± n−1/2δ∣∣∣ = |L1 − L2 ± δ| 6= 0 (34)
and lim
n→∞
n1/2(q
(2)
n − q)
n1/2(q
(1)
n − n−1/2δ − q)
=
L2
L1 − δ 6= 1 6=
L2 − δ
L1
= lim
n→∞
n1/2(q
(2)
n − n−1/2δ − q)
n1/2(q
(1)
n − q)
. (35)
Due to the result of the second step, we can make use of (30) with K > max{|L1|, |L2|, δ} for x = q(j)n
as well as for x = q
(j)
n ±n−1/2δ. Combining this with (34) as well as the first and the second inequality
from (32) for j = 1 and for j = 2, respectively, we can deduce that
0 = n1/2(p− p) ≥ n1/2(Gn + n−1/2hn)(q(1)n − n−1/2δ)− n1/2Gn(q(2)n )
= n1/2
(
q(1)n − n−1/2δ − q(2)n
)G(q(1)n − n−1/2δ)−G(q(2)n ) + o(n−1/2)
q
(1)
n − n−1/2δ − q(2)n
+ h(q) + o(1)
= n1/2
(
q(1)n − n−1/2δ − q(2)n
)(G(q(1)n − n−1/2δ)−G(q(2)n )
q
(1)
n − n−1/2δ − q(2)n
+ o(1)
)
+ h(q) + o(1).
(36)
Applying now the first inequality from (32) for j = 2 and the second one for j = 1 we obtain
analogously
0 ≤ n1/2
(
q(1)n + n
−1/2δ − q(2)n
)[G(q(1)n )−G(q(2)n − n−1/2δ)
q
(1)
n + n−1/2δ − q(2)n
+ o(1)
]
+ h(q) + o(1). (37)
Due to (35) we can apply Lemma 12 to verify that the fractions in (36) and (37), respectively, converge
to g(q). Altogether, we get
−h(q)
g(q)
− δ ≤ lim inf
n→∞ n
1/2
(
q(1)n − q(2)n
)
≤ lim sup
n→∞
n1/2
(
q(1)n − q(2)n
)
≤ −h(q)
g(q)
+ δ.
Finally, letting δ tend to 0 completes the proof.
Lemma 12. Let G be differentiable at u with derivative g. Let (δn,1)n∈N, (δn,2)n∈N be sequences in
R converging to 0 with lim supn→N(δn,1/δn,2) < 1 or lim infn→N(δn,1/δn,2) > 1, where the convention
x/0 =∞ for x > 0 is used. Then
G(u+ δn,2)−G(u+ δn,1)
δn,2 − δn,1 → g(u).
Proof. Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the case lim supn∈N(δn,1/δn,2) < 1. Note that the
statement follows obviously from the differentiability of G if δn,j ≡ 0 for j = 1 or j = 2. Having
classical subsequence arguments in mind, we can assume that δn,1, δn,2 6= 0, δn,1/δn,2 →M ∈ [−∞, 1),
where M = −∞ is allowed. Observe that
G(u+ δn,2)−G(u+ δn,1)
δn,2 − δn,1 =
G(u+ δn,2)−G(u)
δn,2
δn,2
δn,2 − δn,1 −
G(u+ δn,1)−G(u)
δn,1
δn,1
δn,2 − δn,1 . (38)
If M = −∞ then δn,2/(δn,2 − δn,1) → 0 and δn,1/(δn,2 − δn,1) → 1. Otherwise, i.e., if M ∈ (−∞, 1),
then δn,2/(δn,2 − δn,1) → (1 −M)−1 and δn,1/(δn,2 − δn,1) → (1 −M)−1 − 1. Combining both cases
with (38) and the differentiability of G proves the statement.
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E.2 Empirical processes under local alternatives (Proof of Lemma 9)
To prove Lemma 9, we use empirical theory, which we also apply to verify Lemmas 7 and 10 in the next
section. For a detailed introduction into this field, we refer the reader to van der Vaart and Wellner
(1996).
Here, we consider the triangular scheme Xnij from Section 4.1. We use the common notation ǫx
for the Dirac measure centred at x, i.e., ǫx(A) = 1{x ∈ A}. For every group i, we introduce the
group-specific empirical process Pni = n
−1
i
∑ni
j=1 ǫXnij . Let Pni be the distribution of Xni1 and Pi
be a distribution corresponding to the distribution function Fi. We index the (empirical) measures
Pni, Pni and Pi by the function class F = {1(−∞,t] : t ∈ R}, which is a (universal) Donsker as well
as a (universal) Glivenko-Cantelli class (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Examples 2.4.2 and 2.5.4).
To be more specific, we identify Pni, Pni and Pi by {
∫
f dPni : f ∈ F}, {
∫
f dPni : f ∈ F} and
{∫ f dPi : f ∈ F}, respectively. In this way, we treat them as random elements of l∞(F) = {Q ∈
M1(R) : supf∈F
∫
f dQ < ∞}, where M1(R) denotes the measure space of all probability measures
on R. In the classical sequence situation Xnij = Xij , we can deduce from F being a Donsker class
that
√
ni(Pni − Pi) d−→ Zi on l∞(F), (39)
where Zi is a Pi-Brownian bridge. Note that F̂ni(t) =
∫
1(−∞,t] dPni and, thus, (39) implies distribu-
tional convergence of the empirical distribution function. In their Section 2.8.3, van der Vaart and Wellner
(1996) discussed conditions, under which the aforementioned empirical process convergence hold even
for triangular arrays. To explicitly state these conditions here, it would require to introduce too
much notation. That is why we just explain how the conditions can be justified. From Assumption
5 and the continuity of Fi we can deduce that Fni converges uniformly to Fi and, thus, (2.8.5) of
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) holds. The underlying function class F has the constant envelope
function G ≡ 1, i.e. |f(x)| ≤ 1 = G(x) for all f ∈ F . This implies (2.8.6) of van der Vaart and Wellner
(1996). Consequently, we can apply Theorem 2.8.10 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996); note that
the condition therein about the bracketing number follows directly from their Examples 2.5.4 and
2.5.7. Finally,
√
ni(Pni − Pni) d−→ Zi on l∞(F), (40)
which, in particular, proves Lemma 9.
E.3 k-sample permutation empirical process (Proofs of Lemmas 7 and 10)
We first consider the classical situation of sequences, i.e., Xnij = Xij , to prove Lemma 7. Later, we
will turn to the more general situation of Section 4.1 for the verification of Lemma 10. In addition to
the group specific empirical process Pni defined in the previous section, we introduce its permutation
counterpart Ppini = nj
−1∑ni
ji=1 ǫXpinij and the pooled process Pn = n
−1∑k
i=1
∑ni
j=1 ǫXnij . Let Pi denote
a distribution corresponding to Fi, i.e., Pi is the distribution ofXi1 in the case ofXnij = Xij . Moreover,
set P =
∑k
j=1 κjPj . Again, we index all (empirical) measures by the function class F = {1(−∞,t] : t ∈
R}.
Lemma 13. Let GpiP be a zero-mean Gaussian process on (l
∞(F))k with covariance function ΣpiP :
(l∞(F))k × (l∞(F))k → Rk×k, where for f = (f1, . . . , fk), g = (g1, . . . , gk) ∈ (l∞(F))k
(ΣpiP (f, g))ij = γ(i, j)P (fi − Pfi)(gj − Pgj) with γ(i, j) =
1
κi
1{i = j} − 1. (41)
Then given the observations we have almost surely:
n1/2(Ppin1 − Pn, . . . ,Ppink − Pn) d−→ GpiP on (l∞(F))k. (42)
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Proof. There are different preservation results for VC, Glivenko-Cantelli and Donsker classes. Com-
bining some of them, e.g., Theorem 3 of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000) and Problem 2.4.3 of
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), ensures that
G =
{ b∑
a=1
λa,1fa,1 + λa,2fa,1fa,2 : b ∈ N, λa,1, λa,2 ∈ [−1, 1], fa,1, fa,2 ∈ F
}
(43)
is still a (universal) Glivenko-Cantelli class. In particular, sup{|Pnig−Pig| : g ∈ G} → 0 almost surely
for all i = 1, . . . , k and, hence,
sup{|Png − Pg| : g ∈ G} → 0 almost surely. (44)
By imitating the proof of Theorem 3.7.2 from van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), we obtain (condi-
tional) distributional convergence of n1/2(Ppii − Pn) to (1/κi − 1)1/2G˜ on l∞(F) almost surely given
the observations, where G˜ is a P -Brownian bridge. From now on, we fix the observations such
that the distributional convergences as well as (44) hold. We can deduce from Lemma 1.3.8 of
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) that the sequence (n1/2(Ppii −Pn))n∈N is asymptotically tight for all
i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, the vector sequence ((n1/2(Ppii −Pn))1≤i≤k)n∈N is so as well (van der Vaart and Wellner,
1996, Lemma 1.4.3). Hence, it remains for (42) to verify the corresponding marginal convergence
(van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 1.5.4). By a Cra´mer-Wold argument we can verify this
by proving
Spin = n
1/2
k∑
i=1
(Ppii gi − Pngi) d−→ G ∼ N(0,
k∑
i,j=1
(ΣpiP (g, g))ij ) (45)
for every g1, . . . , gk of the shape gi =
∑m
r=1 λj,rfj,r with λj,r ∈ [−1, 1] and fj,r ∈ F for some m ∈ N.
Let Π = Πn be the underlying permutation of the index set I = {(i, j) : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni}.
Then
Spin =
∑
(i,j)∈I
cn((i, j),Π(i, j)) with cn((i, j), (r, s)) = n
1/2 1
ni
(gi(Lr,s,Xr,s, δr,s)− Pngi).
Note that for every fixed (i, j) ∈ I we have ∑(r,s)∈I cn((i, j), (r, s)) = 0. By combining this with
Theorems 2 and 3 of Hoeffding (1951) it is sufficient for (45) to show
max{dn((i, j), (r, s))2 : (i, j), (r, s) ∈ I} → 0 and (46)
Dn =
1
n
∑
(i,j)∈I
∑
(r,s)∈I
dn((i, j), (r, s))
2 →
k∑
i,j=1
(ΣpiP (g, g))ij , where (47)
dn((i, j), (r, s)) = n
1/2 1
nj
(
gj(Lr,s,Xr,s, δr,s)− Pngj
)
− n−1/2
k∑
t=1
(
gt(Lr,s,Xr,s, δr,s)− Pngt
)
.
The convergence in (46) follows immediately from the boundedness of g1, . . . , gj . Moreover, we obtain
from elementary calculations that
Dn =
[ k∑
j=1
n
nj
Pn(gj − Pngj)2
]
−
k∑
j=1
k∑
t=1
Pn(gj − Pngj)(gt − Pngt)
=
k∑
j=1
k∑
t=1
γn(j, t)Pn(gj − Pngj)(gt − Pngt) with γn(j, t) = n
nj
1{j = t} − 1.
Since gj , gjgt ∈ G for all j, t ∈ {1, . . . , k} we can deduce (47) from (44).
Now, we prove the empirical process version of Lemma 10.
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Lemma 14. When we consider the general triangular scheme of observations Xnij from Section
4.1 fulfilling Assumption 5, the (conditional) distributional convergence statement (42) of Lemma 13
remains valid given the observations in probability.
Proof. By (40) and the continuity of Fi, we obtain
sup{|Pnif − Pif | : f ∈ F} = sup{|F̂ni(t)− Fi(t)| : t ∈ R} → 0 in probability.
Since |f | ≤ 1 for all f ∈ F it is easy to see that the aforementioned convergence is still true for F
replaced by G from (43). Consequently, we can deduce that in probability
sup{|Png − Pg| : g ∈ G} → 0. (48)
Turning to subsequences, we can assume that (48) even holds with probability one. Hence, the
marginal convergence, given the data, follows as in the proof of Lemma 13. Consequently, it remains
to prove the asymptotic tightness of (n1/2(Ppii − Pn))n∈N given the data, or equivalently uniform
equicontinuity (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 1.5.7). In the situation of the previous
proof, van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) verified the uniform equicontinuity by combining several
inequalities and the unconditional multiplier Theorem 2.9.2, see their proof of Theorem 3.7.1. Note
that Theorem 2.9.2 is, in its current version, just valid for the usual setting Xnij = Xij and not for
general triangular arrays as needed here. But we just need the uniform equicontinuity result from the
proof of Theorem 2.9.2, for which again different inequalities were combined. All inequalities from the
proofs of Theorem 2.9.2 and 3.7.1, namely Proposition A.1.9 (Hoeffding inequality), Lemmas 3.6.6,
2.9.2 and 2.3.6 (we ordered these inequalities in the order they are needed for the proof) can be directly
applied in our more general situation. Finally, the desired equicontinuity can be deduced from the
equicontinuity of the processes (
√
ni(Pni − Pni))n∈N, where the latter is an immediate consequence of
the process convergence (40).
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